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Overview of Elmer
Elmer is an open source (GPL) finite element package capable of solving
complicated multiphysical problems [1]. It has been developed in collaboration with Finnish universities, research laboratories and industry. Elmer
includes physical models for fluid dynamics, structural mechanics, heat
transfer, electromagnetics and acoustics. These are described by partial
differential equations which Elmer solves by the Finite Element Method
(FEM). A rapidly growing application field in the Elmer community is the
earth science models and simulations.
Elmer comprises of several different parts:
• ElmerSolver is the core of the software package and also the focus of the
software development. It processes the physical models into a discrete
form, handles coupled systems, non-linearities and time-dependencies,
and provides output data for visualization. ElmerSolver is an independent program that needs just the command file and computational mesh
for performing the analysis. Each physical model is an independent dynamically loadable module that uses the common library routines.
• ElmerFront is the graphical user interface that may be used to define the
boundary conditions and physical models of the problem. ElmerFront is
capable of creating 2D Delaunay meshes and importing meshes created
with other software.
• ElmerPost may be used to visualize the numerical results produced by
ElmerSolver and also other finite element programs. ElmerPost plots e.g.
contours, iso-surfaces and vector fields, and can manipulate computed
data into another form using the built-in MATC-language (for instance
heat fluxes from temperature distributions).
• ElmerGrid is a simple mesher that can create simple structured 1D,
2D and 3D meshes of first, second and third order. The program also
includes many utilities for exporting, manipulating, transforming and
partitioning the meshes.

Blood flow in carotid artery: The blood flow in elastic arteries is computed using a artificial compressibility method to boost the convergence of
the iteration scheme.

Parallel computation
Crater Glacier inside volcano caldera: Simulations of glacier volcano
Uskovsky in Kamchatka, Russia, involving strong variations in density and
geothermal heat flux. Modeling is challenging because of thermodynamics (cold and temperate ice) and temperature-dependent non-newtonian
rheology [3,4].

Elmer provides parallelization using MPI and supports different mesh partitioning techniques. The linear algebra solvers with parallel versions include
the Krylow subspace methods and the geometric multigrid method. For
many problems good parallelization has been demonstrated up to hundreds
of processors. The biggest task solved in parallel included more than one
billion degrees of freedom.
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Solid Mechanics
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Linear and nonlinear models for generic elasticity and for plates. Anisotropic
material models are also available. Supported simulation types include
steady state, transient and eigenmode analysis.
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Physical Models

Melt flow in Czochralski growth of silicon: The growth process for
silicon crystals was the first application of Elmer software and it has since
guided the development [2]. The temperature and surface tension gradients induce violent velocity fluctuations in the liquid silicon. Simulation
included 1.5 million nodes, and 5.4 million elements. The figures show the
temperature isosurfaces at one instant.

Heat Transfer
Heat transfer models include energy transfer by conduction, convection and
radiation. Additionally phase change models may be used.
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Parallel performance: Scaling of the cavity lid case is close to linear or
occasionally even superlinear at least up to 256 processors.

Fluid Mechanics
Fluid mechanics models include Navier-Stokes solvers for incompressible
and compressible (ideal gas) flows with several non-newtonian rheologies.
Both Lagrangian and Eulerian free surface strategies are available.

Eigenmodes of a plate: The figures represent four low and four high
eigenmodes of a circular membrane.

Electro-Magnetics
Solvers for steady state electric and magnetic fields. Equations for computing the magnetic fields induced by moving charges or time-harmonic
electric currents.

Acoustics
In acoustics Elmer includes the Helmholtz equation for ideal acoustical
waves and the linearized time-harmonic Navier-Stokes equation for dissipative acoustics.

Cavity Flow: The figures present the velocity and pressure fields initiated
by a moving lid in a cubic container.

Elmer at Grid environments
Elmer at NorduGrid: In NorduGRID the remote computing resources
Elmer RE provides a command ElmerSolver grid, which is found in the
path. The same command supports both serial and parallel jobs. In NorduGRID Elmer has been used, for example, in the weight optimization of
laminated thin shells that are prone to buckling. Optimization task including 650 half-an-hour tasks was done in about two hours with 400 CPUs,
including 50 % parallelization overhead.
Elmer at EGEE: Elmer has been installed in our grid environment. At
EGEE it is available for members of Earth Science Research (ESR) virtual
organization.
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Rayleigh-Benard convection: The Figures show how Rayleigh-Benard
instability develops in a rectangular domain where the bottom is kept at a
higher temperature than the top. Incompressible flow equations and heat
equation are coupled by the density variations due to temperature and
transport of heat by convection.
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Fluid-Structure interaction
There are many special strategies for solving coupled problems. One important application field is the fluid-structure interaction [5].
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